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About Us
Local Zambian Tour Operators

Ntanda Ventures Limited is a proud, deep locally rooted, independent tour operator, who specializes in travel 
adventure in Zambia. Our extensive  knowledge of Zambia, gives us the flexibility to offer a lifetime safari 
experience. Our focus is to design a perfect customized safari, tailored to your exact needs

Women Led

Ntanda Ventures was formed in April 2013 by a team of experienced Zambian women. Our intimate, long-
term relationships with our partners and our local network mean we have excellent rates and options to 
create your dream safari in Africa.

In-depth Zambia Safari Expertise

Ntanda Ventures team have frequently travel in Zambia on holiday or familiarization trips, across the country 
by air and road. This gives us firsthand knowledge of a variety of destinations and accommodations, as well 
as information regarding the best rooms, vehicle types, local food, the best guides and of course all the little 
places and extras, that no one else knows about.
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Personalized Service 

We find the best safari for you, based on your needs and preferences, from more modest budgets to pure lux-
ury. Since we are an independent tour operator that is not tied into contracts with international consortiums 
we can give our honest opinion to design and hand pick the right safari for you. 

Our aim

Ntanda Ventures Limited offers an array of services, tailored to create lifetime experiences that meet your 
desires whether you are travelling solo, as a couple or taking a vacation with the whole family. 

Sustainable Tourism - What we stand for:
 
Giving Back
 
We plant the seeds from the fruit we eat on the farm where our office is and give the trees away anyone in our 
community, schools and churches. The fruit trees we grow are avocado trees, paw paw, nut trees and hopeful-
ly mango trees this year.

Local Support

Wherever possible we only use local operators and suppliers. Our giveaway safari packs are made by local
ladies in our community and our famous trademark, the carved giraffes, are made by local craftsmen.

Travel with Purpose

Safaris By Women for Women, these safaris include supporting girls and young women to continue their
education by donating washable, reusable sanitary pads. “When you help another woman rise, we all shine”

Social Responsibility

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world” Nelson Mandela.

The Local Musenga training center ‘Click Point’ is a local initiative to help school leavers learn basic  
computer skills so that they can find employment. Ntanda Ventures assist Click Point by donating computers 
and printers. We also help to source computer equipment from private individuals or businesses.
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About Zambia
Zambia offers visitors an authentic African experience complete with 
adrenalin pumping adventure sports, a variety of fascinating cultural 
activities, and an abundance of indigenous wildlife, which find refuge in 
Zambia’s vast national parks. 

Spend your evenings enjoying the spectacular site of the world’s largest 
waterfall, the Victoria Falls, while sipping on sundowners, take a house-
boat cruise along the Lake Kariba while watching wild elephants drink 
at the riverbank as you try your hand at fishing or hiking trails. 

Zambian National Parks are still largely wild and unexplored: for these 
reasons they are generally considered to be some the best National Parks 
in Africa for game-viewing activities. Zambia is also the country that 
offers the widest range of game-viewing activities: Game-drives, walk-
ing safaris, night-drives, canoe safaris, fishing and boat safaris. Zambia 
is considered heaven for leopards’ lovers and birdwatchers, due to their 
abundances and ease of sighting.  

Zambia is also a very vast Country which mean that travelling by road 
between National Parks and other touristic attractions can involve long 
transfers. The wild conditions of its Parks and roads can really take a toll 
on the vehicles, so it’s always necessary to carry your sense of adventure 
with you. 

From a cultural standpoint, Zambian population is very open and 
friendly and this country offers genuine local interactions without risks 
or hassles. 
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NATIONAL PARKS OF ZAMBIA

LUANGWA 

South Luangwa is an unspoiled wilderness area, 9,050 sq. km of grasslands, oxbow lagoons and riverine for-
ests. It is also known as valley of the Leopard and is home to one of the highest concentrations of game any-
where in the world. It is also one of the few places in Africa to allow night game drives and walking safaris. 

South Luangwa is home to unique species such as wild dog, lion, leopard, elephant, buffalo, hippo, zebra and 
of course the Thornicroft Giraffe.

The Luangwa River is the most intact major river system in Africa and is the life-blood of this 9059 km2 
Park. The Park hosts a wide variety of wildlife, birds and vegetation. The now famous ‘walking safari’ origi-
nated in this park and is still one of the finest ways to experience Africa’s pristine wilderness first-hand.

The Park’s richness ranges from; dry, bare bushveld in the winter, to a lush, green wonderland in the summer 
months. There are 60 different animal species and over 400 different bird species in South Luangwa National 
Park.

LOWER ZAMBEZI  

Lower Zambezi National Park which features exceptional, undeveloped wildlife areas. It is renowned for its 
abundant game - hippos, buffalo, crocodiles, fish eagles, and herds of elephants can be spotted, among other 
species. Opposite Mana Pools in Zimbabwe but the Zambian side also allows boat safaris as well as walking, 
game drives, canoe trips and excellent tiger fishing.

KAFUE 
Central Kafue

Set in Zambia, the Kafue National Park is the largest park in the country and the fifth-largest in Africa. The 
contrasting landscape of the Central Kafue features riverine bush, miombo and savannah woodlands, vast 
open plains and majestic granite outcrops. Visitors can enjoy the pristine natural beauty of the diverse scen-
ery and its natural, unspoilt beauty. Drive along the Spinal Road for a chance to discover the most remote 
parts of the Central Kafue National Park. Don’t miss the opportunity to spot a wide range of African wildlife 
with regular sightings of puku, impala and bushbuck and catch a glimpse of the countless bird species that 
call this area home.

Northern Kafue

Kafue is Zambia’s largest national park, comprising two distinct sections, of which the northern section is 
the biggest and shelters the highest concentrations of game. Resident species include elephant, lion, leopard, 
buffalo and antelope, while hippos and waterbirds thrive in the wetlands of the Busanga Plains. This marshy 
wilderness extends across approximately 750 square kilometers which, during the rainy season, becomes 
a veritable deluge. Once the rains cease and the waters subside, a blanket of lush, grassy vegetation if left 
behind, attracting vast numbers of antelope and other grazers. Several camps are situated in Northern Kafue, 
offering a variety of accommodation, ranging from budget to luxury.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF ZAMBIA CONTINUED

LIVINGSTONE

Situated along the southern border of Zambia, Victoria Falls is a spectacular sight of awe-inspiring beauty 
and grandeur on the Zambezi River. It forms the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe and stretches across 
almost two kilometers into a gorge over one hundred meters below - making it one of the world’s widest wa-
terfalls. 

Dubbed ‘The Smoke that Thunders’ by locals, this UNESCO World Heritage Site offers a wide range of 
adventure sports such as kayaking, white water rafting, ziplining, bungee jumping and bridge swinging; and 
those looking for more relaxation can enjoy a sunset boat cruise, game viewing, or browsing through the 
vibrant local Livingstone Market.

LIUWA  

Liuwa Plain National Park in Zambia has one of the oldest conservation histories in Africa, dating back to 
the 19th century when the King of Barotseland, Lubosi Lewanika, appointed his people the custodians of the 
landscape. Today they maintain that sentiment. With an estimated 10,000 people legally living within the 
park, Liuwa is a prime example of how people and wildlife can co-exist and benefit in a shared landscape. 
Each year, Liuwa hosts the second largest wildebeest migration on the continent, numbering around 30,000 
individuals – this is one of the most glorious spectacles on the planet and of course the lions that follow them.
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KASANKA 

One of the smallest national parks in Zambia, it’s also one of the most beautiful, boasting an incredible biodi-
versity.

There are a few wildlife phenomena that really stand out as extraordinary events like the World’s largest 
mammal Migration. Up to ten million “straw-colored fruit bats” converge upon Kasanka National Park as the 
fruits of a local tree ripen. These bats roost in a specific woodland and literally cover the trunks of the trees 
like thick icing. Then at sunset they all take off and fly out to forage. The sky is thick with bats. You can view 
all this from the 60 ft high hide, in a tree top, next to the woodland. And from this hide, during the day you 
will see many sitatunga in the swamp below.

Being part of the Congo Basin, the area ecologically is in between the dryer well-known safari destinations 
in eastern and southern Africa and the rainforests of central Africa. There is an enormous diversity in habi-
tats, including rainforest, papyrus swamp, wet grassland, plains, forested rivers and miombo woodland. Puku 
occur in big numbers and the park has the densest and most visible population of Sitatunga.
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Experiences we offer

Family Safaris Fishing Safaris

Cultural Safaris Honeymoon and Wedding Safaris

Walking Safaris Conservation Safaris

Support Parkinson’s Safaris Simalaha Horse Safaris

Safaris for Women Road Safaris
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Road Safaris – Guided / Self Drive Safari’s

What we offer

We offer mobile Safaris that will take you to places, not normally available with traditional fly in safari desti-
nations. It will take you off the beaten track to the most remote and wildest areas of Zambia. You will discover 
the Zambian culture, people, traditions, landscape as well as the most amazing hidden gems enroute. This is 
the best way to experience the real African wilderness.
For our mobile Safaris we use 4x4 vehicles that could cater for different numbers of guests depending on your 
specific need. 

We specialize in private guided road trips, where guests can tailor their itinerary to their own comfort and 
timing. We offer accommodation using a combination of small guesthouses, small camps and lodges, fly 
camps and self-catering camps.
 
Unique mobile Safari’s

Our mobile safaris still offer the full safari experience of a fly in safari, depending on your route, you will still 
have night drives, starlight campfires, grunting hippos, canoe trips, boat or fishing trips, walking safaris and 
sundowners watching magnificent sunsets. All this without the need to erect a tent and the comfort of  
en-suite accommodations. We will create private itineraries tailored to your own specific needs. 
 
Comfort

We offer a more luxurious version of a mobile Safari by using ensuite accommodation wherever possible. This 
is not a camping safari where tents are erected at each destination. We plan your route with you in advance so 
we don’t do camping unless you choose to.
 
Flexibility

Our flexibility allows you choose your budget and the best value for your money. We craft bespoke private 
itineraries tailored to your specific needs.

We offer you the choice of a professional safari guide or a driver (English speaking), depending on your 
route, or a total self-drive mobile safari. On these we will prebook all your accommodation along the route, 
giving you the peace of mind of a pre-planned route. 

Our handpicked lodgings along the route are strategically located for access and comfort in the destination 
avoiding the need for erecting a tent every night.
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Get off the Beaten track with our comfortable mobile Safari’s
Self / Guided - Drive - Shades of Green
Source of the Zambezi / Busanga Flood Plains / Kafue National Park / Livingstone

   Mwinilunga / Source of the Zambezi              
Experience the magic of the Source of the Zambezi River, Canoe / Fish on West Lunga River, Wildlife       
walks / Bird walks, Pangolin walks around the Crater, Beautiful sunsets

   Busanga Flood Plain
Vast open spaces with large herds of Plains game, Busanga Lions, Positioned on an ancient lake bed with 
annual flooding, During dry spells, the plains are reminiscent of the Serengeti plains, Excellent Birdlife

   North Eastern Kafue
Landscape changes to miombo Woodland, Home to 152 species of Mammals, Large Termite mounds, Large 
range of Antelope, Home to the Hippopotamus and Nile crocodiles, African Bush Elephant

   Southern Kafue
Canoeing Safaris, Walking Safaris

   Livingstone
Victoria Falls, Sunset Cruise, White Rhino Game Drive



SOUTH-WESTERN ROUTE
ROAD SAFARI
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Self / Guided - Drive - Central, North Western & Southern Province 
Kafue / Liuwa / Sioma / Livingstone

   Kafue    
Abundant wildlife – Lion, leopard, cheetah, buffalo, elephant, wild dog and so much more. Kafue river 
flows from North to South through the park and diverse landscape

   Luiwa Plain
Second largest wildebeest migration. Excellent birding area. Kuomboka festival: The Barotse floodplain 
is located in the river kingdom of the Lozi people. They have a colorful history with Britain and annually    
celebrate the more than 300-year-old. Kuomboka Ceremony where the King of Barotseland (dressed in a 
replica of a British Admiral’s uniform) is carried to his high-ground palace at Limulunga. A colorful flo-
tilla of hundreds of dugout canoes (Makora) accompany the Nalikwanda, a royal barge decorated in zebra 
stripes.
   Sioma Ngwezi
Beautiful sandy beaches. Tiger fishing  
Ngonye - The horseshoe-shaped Ngonye Falls really impressive because of the sheer volume of water that 
cascades over the staggered, twenty-meter drop. The river flows underneath the rock on either side of the 
falls. It is quite remarkable to stand upon them, feeling and hearing the underground flow.
Sioma Falls - These beautiful Falls mark the transition point of the Zambezi Rivers’ flow from Kalahari 
sand floodplain to basalt dyke – eventually contributing to the magnificent gorges of the Victoria Falls.
   Livingstone
   Victoria Falls. Sunset Boat cruises. Swimming in Devils Pool 
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Self / Guided - Drive - Great North Road and Luangwa
   Kasanka
World’s largest seasonal mammal migration of approximately ten million straw-colored fruit bats, 
One of Africa’s most diverse bird-watching areas. Shy and rare sitatunga, hippo, elephant, buffalo, sable and 
Lichtenstein’s Hartebeest, blue monkey and kinda baboon.
   Nkondo      
Covering 6,645 km2 of the Bangweulu basin, the rich habitat of lake, swamps, floating islands and flood-
plains appears to flow into the horizon. Birds flock between seemingly endless herds of black lechwe. 
Bangweulu is home to over 50,000 people, Renowned most for its population of endemic black lechwe
Diversity of avian life that is Bangweulu’s biggest draw. One of the only places in Africa where you may see 
the majestic shoebill stork. Wattled cranes, the rare sitatunga and endemic Bangweulu tsessebe
   Kasama
Chishimba Falls are actually a combination of 3 successive falls. The Mutumena Falls and Kaela Rapids as 
well as Chishimba itself. About 33 kms from the town of Kasama, in the Northern Province. 

   North Eastern Kafue
Landscape changes to miombo Woodland, Home to 152 species of Mammals, Large Termite mounds, Large 
range of Antelope, Home to the Hippopotamus and Nile crocodiles, African Bush Elephant

   Lake Tanganyika

Tanganyika’s waters lap Tanzania, Burundi, Congo DR and Zambia. It is the longest fresh water lake in the 
world and the second deepest after lake Baikal in Russia. It reaches a depth of 1433 meters (4 700 feet), 
which is an astounding 642m below sea level. Lake Tanganyika boasts over 350 species of fish of which 
most are endemic
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   Kapishya Hot Springs / Shiwa Ngandu
Naturally sulphur free geothermal springs. Crystal clear water reaches the surface from thermal vents 7km 
below. Giving the spring a perfect temperature of around 40 degrees Celsius. Shiwa Manor house –vast 
estate - building started in 1917.

   Mutambe Akasuba

Located on five hundred hectares of natural forest. Provides ample opportunities to hike through Masuku 
woodlands, natural fern fields, and seasonal flowers The spring meanders through the valley to form a river 
that cascades over a waterfall into a rock pool, ideally located for wild swimming. 

   North Luangwa

The ecosystem is home to a unique and diverse species. Is one of the last large undisturbed regions in 
central Africa. The only in park Zambia boasting the Big 5. It offers one of the most spectacular settings for 
game viewing 

   Luambe

Various conservation activities, See the carmines in September

   South Luangwa

The Luangwa River is the most intact major river system in Africa and is the life-blood of this 9059 km2 
Park.  A wide variety of wildlife, birds and vegetation. Origin of the now famous ‘walking safari’ 
Ranges from dry, bare bushveld in the winter, to a lush, green wonderland in the summer months. There 
are 60 different animal species and over 400 different bird species in South Luangwa National Park.

10 MILLION BATS

GREAT NORTH
ROAD SAFARI

Call / WhatsApp Kerry +260 966 904 376
info@ntandaventures.com

ntandares3@gmail.com

Ntanda Ventures Ltd (2022)
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Classic Safaris

Introduction

We are proud to showcase our beautiful country Zambia and know that you will experience an unforgettable 
and truly African holiday with this Luxury Boutique 12 Days / 11 Night Safari Package

1. South Luangwa National Park - 4 Nights

The Lodge
 
Puku Ridge Camp, named after the Puku antelope that graze the floodplains in its view, is perched on a ridge 
in a remote part of the South Luangwa National Park at one of its most beautiful locations. 

This is a luxury camp with every comfort, yet is intimate and friendly with just eight tents, offering the au-
thentic safari experience that many people long for. Game view as you lounge on your balcony. 

Sunset is a perfect time to enjoy a cocktail in the bush, or on the banks of the Luangwa River in the company 
of one of Africa’s largest hippo populations.

South Luangwa National Park - Lower Zambezi - Victoria Falls (Zambia)

11 Nights - Boutique Luxury: Puku Ridge Camp/Chiawa Camp/Royal Chundu  
from usd11,045 pps
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2. Lower Zambezi - 3 Nights

Chiawa Camp is situated on the banks of the Zambezi River, under a large grove of Mahogany trees on the 
Lower Zambezi. A stunning thatched lounge/bar area with an upstairs viewing deck provides one of the best 
views of the Zambezi.  This camp Boast some of Africa’s finest guides. 

There is also plenty to do and wildlife to see if you just wish to relax in camp with two viewing platforms, two 
viewing hides, a beautiful pool and sundeck overlooking the Zambezi and for the more energetic, a well-
equipped functional fitness shack.
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3. Victoria Falls (Zambia) - 4 Nights 

The Lodge 

Royal Chundu, the “meeting place of the Chief ”, is a destination of absolute solitude and unspoiled beauty. 
This breath-taking lodge is situated on the banks of the mighty Zambezi River, overlooking the majestic river 
and surrounding bushveld. Incredibly, Royal Chundu is positioned on a piece of untamed Africa with rapids 
protecting it up and downstream and make for excellent canoe trips.  

Spacious suites and lounging areas masterfully blend colonial elegance and African charm, offering 10 villas 
on the mainland on the banks of the Zambezi and 4 private suites on the Katombora Island.
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Included
• Mfuwe, Jeki, Livingstone airstrip transfers to safari camps and internal flight start lusaka, end  
 Livingstone.
• 11 nights’ Accommodation - luxury tents at Chiawa Camp & Puku Ridge & Royal Chundu 
• All meals (private dining available), beverages, house wines, local spirits & laundry. 
• Professionally guided safari activities: game drives (day & night), walking safaris, Boat trips,  
 angling and *canoe trips (Lower Zambezi only) Luangwa activities include all game drives and  
 walking safaris,
• Privately guided safari activities will be offered as much as possible.
• Return road transfers where applicable
• Activities in Livingstone: River Cruises, Birding Safaris, Fishing, Canoeing, Walking Tour of  
 Victoria Falls with return transfers (Zambian side) and Cultural Tour
• *NB: Walks & canoe trips restricted to 12+ years of age and at the discretion of the guide
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Classic Safaris

Includes

10 nights’ accommodation 
Road transfers and internal flight, 

Meals and activities 

2 nights Glamping    Morning and afternoon/evening game drives
Sunset boat cruise    Fishing  
Game viewing      Birding by boat 
Baobab tree climb     Bush star light dinner 
Community visit     Champagne breakfast on an island  
Sundowners on a Sandbank   Campfire stick breads/marshmallows 
Guided Tour of Victoria Falls,   Sunset cruise with snacks, drinks and a light BBQ dinner, 
Airport transfers    *Tipunzile Safari Combo 

*(Tipunzile means ‘Let us learn)  This fun, educational and interesting tour offers guests a professionally 
guided safari in the National Park that includes a short walking safari to view the White Rhino and a two-
hour game drive.  

After a beautiful sundowner, the “Dambwa Warriors” children’s dance troop will kick off the night tour which 
showcases traditional and cultural experiences within in the community and includes a traditional Matebeto 
dinner. The trip finishes with a night drive in the Human Wildlife conflict zone looking for Elephant, Hippo 
and Buffalo.

Central Kafue
Pinnon Safari Lodge 

3 Nights FB+ 

Lower Zambezi
Wildtracks Lodge and camping

4 Nights FB+

Livingstone
Guesthouse B&B 

Kafue/Zambezi/Livingstone

10 NIGHT Glamp Zambia Rivers and Rainbows from usd4,282 pps
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Classic Safaris

Kafunta River Lodge
3 nights 

Kafunta River Lodge
2 nights 

Royal Zambezi Lodge
3 Nights

Chundukwa River Lodge
3 Nights

Includes  

• 11 nights accommodation 
• All Internal flight and airport transfers -start Lusaka and end in Livingstone
• All meal, standard Drinks and activities 
• Morning- afternoon/evening game drives ,  
• Walking safaris,
• Canoeing, boating    
• Tour of the falls and markets and Sunset cruise.

South Luangwa National Park - Lower Zambezi - Victoria Falls (Zambia)

11 NIGHT Best value Zambia from usd6,855 pps
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Classic Safaris

Central Kafue - 3 nights  
Kasabushi Safari Lodge

Lower Zambezi - 3 nights  
Bubezi Camp

South Luangwa Park - 5 nights  
Track & Trail River Camp

Victoria Falls (Zambia)- 2 nights  
Waterberry Zambezi Lodge

Includes 
13-night accommodation  Internal flights and road transfers and meals.
-Game drives, walking in Kafue and boating in Kafue
-Boat cruises on the Zambezi in Lower Zambezi 
- walking Tour of Victoria Falls with return transfers (Zambian side) and sunset cruise

10 NIGHT SELF CATERING - Freedom of choice 

3 nights Livingstone – airport transfers, 1 x sunset cruise, 1 x Chobe day trip, 1 tour of Falls, 1 x rhino drive 
and accommodation.
3 nights Lower Zambezi – return road transfers from Lusaka, accommodation, guided boat activities
4 nights South Luangwa – airport transfers and accommodation 
Airfares – Lusaka-Mfuwe- Lusaka- Livingstone are included 

Central Kafue - Lower Zambezi - South Luangwa Park - Victoria Falls

13 NIGHT Affordable Zambia 4 Parks from (4 pax) from usd6,200 pps

SELF CATERING - Freedom of choice 

10 NIGHT Self catering safari from usd4,000 (Based on 4 people)
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Visas

https://www.zambiaimmigration.gov.zm/for-visitors/ 

Currency

Zambia’s unit of currency is the Kwacha (ZMW). The denominations are K100, K50, K20, K10, K5 and K2.  It is subdivided into 
100 ngwee. Coins available are K1, 50 ngwee. 

Travel by Air

Proflight flies from Lusaka to South Luangwa, Livingstone, Lower Zambezi, Northern Province and the Copperbelt. Various air 
charter companies will fly to airstrips around the country. 

Travel by Road

Zambia has 38,763 kilometers of roads, ranging from good tar to bad dirt roads. If you’re doing a vehicle trip through Zambia it is a 
good idea to carry a range of tools and essential spares with you. Be sure to have all your vehicle papers on hand as you’re bound to 
encounter a few roadblocks.

Malaria

Zambia is classified a Malaria area. Guests should consult their physician with regards to precautionary medical advice before 
leaving home.

Food, Drink and Cuisine Advice

Zambia’s native cuisine is based on nshima, a cooked porridge made from ground maize normally accompanied by some tasty rel-
ish, perhaps made of meat and tomatoes, or dried fish. Safari camps will often prepare nshima if requested, and it is almost always 
available in small, local restaurants.

Electricity and Plug Standards

Current is 220/240 volt at 50 cycles per second. Only square wall plugs are used. 

What you need to know when traveling Zambia
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